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Abstract

A fixed-grid enthalpy model for unstructured meshes and explicit time integration schemes (P. A.

Galione, O. Lehmkuhl, J. Rigola and A. Oliva, 2014 [1]) is here extended for taking into account the

change in density and other thermo-physical properties with the temperature and phase. Thermal

expansion and contraction associated to the phase change are taken into account in the conservation

equations, and different strategies for the numerical treatment of the energy equation are discussed in

detail. Further modifications to the original model are also presented.

The proposed model is used for simulating a case of melting of n-Octadecane inside a spherical

capsule. Two and three-dimensional simulations are performed using constant and variable properties.

The effect of adopting two different numerical schemes for the convective term of the energy equation

is evaluated. A comprehensive examination of the thermo-physical properties is performed, and the

different values and correlations used are here presented and criticised. Differences in the flow patterns

are encountered between two and three-dimensional simulations. The effects of considering constant

or variable properties are discussed. Two different thermal boundary conditions are tested and the

results are compared against experimental data obtained from the literature.
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NOMENCLATURE

A surface area

Cp specific heat at constant pressure
−−→
dPF distance vector, going from present node centroid to neighbour node centroid
−−→
dPsf distance vector, going from present node centroid to face centroid

f mass liquid fraction

g gravity acceleration

h specific enthalpy

ĵ unitary vector in the vertical direction

L specific latent enthalpy

m, ṁ mass and mass flux

n̂ surface normal vector

p pressure

pd hydrodynamic part of the pressure (pd = p+ ρgy, where y is the vertical coorde-

nate)

R sum of convective, diffusive and buoyancy terms

S momentum source term coefficient introduced by the porosity method

t time

T temperature

u, ~u, ~up velocity magnitude, vector and predictor velocity vector

V volume

αeq equivalent heat transfer coefficient between the water bath and the internal suface

of the capsule

β volumetric expansion coefficient

ε volumetric liquid fraction (porosity)

λ thermal conductivity

µ dynamic viscosity

ρ density

φ non-dimensional temperature

Superscripts and subscripts:
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f corresponding to a cell-face

F corresponding to a neighbour node/cell

l, liq liquid phase

m mixture of solid and liquid phases (if both present)

P corresponding to the present node/cell

s, sol solid phase

sb solid boundary

sf solid face

sl corresponding to the melting point (when it is a single temperature)

1. Introduction1

Materials which undergo a phase transition at a temperature of interest for some application, are2

usually called phase change materials (PCMs). Due to the lower density changes involved, solid-3

liquid phase change is usually preferred over liquid-vapor. This change of phase can be exploited, for4

example, to store thermal energy. Taking advantage of both latent and sensible energy capacities of5

the materials result in devices with higher energy densities, and therefore, allow the reduction of both6

the storage weight and volume. One application of PCMs where extensive research is being carried7

out nowadays, is the thermal energy storage for for concentrated solar power stations (CSP), see for8

instance [2, 3, 4].9

A common feature of many of the PCMs usually considered —such as paraffins, hydrated salts and10

salt mixtures—is their low thermal conductivity. For this reason, different strategies for increasing11

the heat transfer rate of devices using PCMs are considered [4, 5]. One of the most studied thermal12

enhancement options is the containment of the PCM in capsules, in order to obtain a high surface-to-13

volume ratio. Studies of storage systems consisting of packed beds of encapsulated PCM are abundant14

in the literature, e.g. [6, 7, 8].15

It has been seen that natural convection effects in the melting of PCMs enclosed in different kind16

of cavities, play a significant role in the evolution of the melting rate and shape of the solid-liquid17

interface (see e.g. [9, 10]). Besides the dynamics and heat transfer phenomena involved within the18

fluid phase, simulations need to address the heat transfer within the solid phase and an accurate19

representation of the moving boundary between phases. Different modeling strategies have been20

adopted for the numerical simulation of this kind of moving boundary problems, such as adapting21

grid (e.g. [11]), fixed-grid enthalpy (e.g. [12]) and Eulerian-Lagrangian (e.g. [13]) models. Within22

these, fixed-grid enthalpy models have been used more extensively, due to their relative mathematical23
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and computational simplicity and their possibility to address the “mushy zones”produced in materials24

whose phase-change occurs in a temperature range. Generally, fixed-grid models have been used along25

with implicit time integration schemes (see e.g. [12, 14]).26

Several works have studied the heat transfer in PCMs contained in spherical capsules. Assis et al.27

[15] performed a numerical and experimental study of the unconstrained melting of a phase change28

material inside a spherical capsule. Their numerical simulations were performed using the comercial29

CFD code ANSYS FLUENT 6.0 with an enthalpy-porosity model based on the works of Voller et al.30

[12], using variable thermo-physical properties and simulating the interface between air and PCM with31

a VOF technique. However, the numerical treatment of the change of density between solid and liquid32

phases is not clearly stated in their paper. Axi-symmetry was assumed in their simulations. Tan et33

al. [16] presented an experimental and numerical study of the melting of n-Octadecane contained in a34

spherical capsule. A hollow tube was placed in the axis of the sphere in order to hold the thermocouples35

and the solid phase from sinking to the bottom due to gravitational force. A two-dimensional (2D)36

model was used for the numerical simulations, assuming axi-symmetry with respect to the vertical37

axis. Qualitative agreement with experimental results was achieved, but a higher melting rate was38

reported for the numerical simulations. Discrepancies were believed to be caused due to not taking into39

account accurately the convection and thermal stratification of the thermal bath in which the capsule40

was immersed. Zhao et al. [17] performed transient 2D analysis of heat transfer in encapsulated PCMs,41

using both front-tracking and enthalpy-porosity methods. They validated their simulations with the42

enthalpy-porosity model using the constrained n-Octadecane melting case of Tan et al. [16], adopting43

constant thermo-physical properties. Results obtained showed a good agreement with the numerical44

results of Tan et al. [16], i.e. qualitative agreement with experimental results but a faster melting45

rate. Elmozughi et al. [18] conducted numerical simulations of melting and solidification in cylindrical46

and spherical capsules using the enthalpy-porosity method implemented in ANSYS FLUENT code.47

They used different properties for the liquid and solid phases of the PCM, but constant within each48

phase, and adopted a Boussinesq approximation in order to account for density differences in the liquid49

phase. However, the numerical treatment of the density differences between liquid and solid phases50

is not indicated in detail. Two and three-dimensional simulations of different cases were performed,51

although no particular 3D flow patterns were reported and axi-symmetry was observed.52

No 3D simulations have been found in the literature for the case presented by [16], nor any 2D53

accounting for the variations of the properties with the temperature. Furthermore, no clarification54

about the numerical treatment of the flow produced by the expansion or contraction in the solid-liquid55

interface (if different from that with constant density) has been found in the previously mentioned56
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works.57

The present is a continuation of a previous work [1], which dealt with fixed-grid solid-liquid phase-58

change modeling using explicit time schemes, specially suited for its combination with turbulence59

models for simulation of the fluid motion. That model was tested using different benchmark cases60

found in the literature. Here, several upgrades are introduced into the formulation presented in [1].61

First, the way the pressure is solved in the solid-liquid interface is modified by adopting a simpler62

strategy more convenient for situations of variable density. Furthermore, the model is extended to63

take into account variations of the thermo-physical properties with the temperature, including the64

density differences between solid and liquid phases and also within the liquid phase. The resulting65

modifications on the treatment of the three conservation equations (mass, momentum and energy)66

are discussed in detail. The strategies for calculating the temperature and liquid fraction from the67

enthalpy are presented for both materials which change of phase at a fixed temperature and in a68

temperature range. Furthermore, a variation in the form of the source term is proposed and used in69

the simulations presented.70

The improved numerical model is applied for simulating the melting of a phase-change material71

(PCM) contained in a spherical capsule, based on the work of Tan et al. [16]. Here, simulations of the72

case of Tan et al. [16] are presented with the proposed formulation, using two and three-dimensional73

(3D) unstructured meshes and taking into account the variation of properties with temperature and74

phase. Unlike several previous works [12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] a clear distinction between liquid and solid75

properties is performed in the equations, and more specifically, only the liquid phase is considered in76

the convective terms due to being the only transporting phase, as suggested in [1]. Furthermore, the77

effect of adopting two different numerical schemes for discretizing the convective term of the energy78

equation is analyzed.79

In order to perform accurate numerical simulations of the melting of n-Octadecane, a compre-80

hensive examination of its physical properties has been performed. Correlations used are presented81

along with comments about their validity. Simulations have been run using with both constant and82

variable thermo-physical properties and their results compared. Results showing the development of83

the interface, as well as the evolution of the temperature at some selected positions, are presented84

and compared against the experimental results obtained from [16]. Results show that the 3D treat-85

ment allows to reproduce flow patterns that are not simulated with the 2D models and are in better86

agreement with experimental results.87
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2. Mathematical modeling88

The equations presented in [1] for modelling solid-liquid phase change CFD are here used and89

extended to variable physical properties. Specifically, the density is allowed to vary between solid and90

liquid phases and within the liquid phase. This introduces an important modification to the model,91

since the traditional incompressibility condition (∇ · ~u = 0) is not valid anymore.92

Resulting governing equations (mass, momentum and energy balances) are:93

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρl~u) = 0 (1)

∂ρl~u

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρl~u

~u∗

ε

)
= −∇p+∇ · (µl∇~u) + ρlε~g − S~u (2)

∂ρmhm
∂t

+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T ) (3)

where:94

ρm = ερl + (1− ε)ρs (4)

ρmhm = ερlhl + (1− ε)ρshs (5)

Sub-indexes l and s indicate properties of the liquid and solid phases, respectivley; while m indicates95

a property of the mixture of solid and liquid phases (including the cases of pure liquid and solid). ε96

is the volumetric liquid fraction, which can take values between 0 (solid) and 1 (liquid). Velocity ~u97

corresponds to the fluid velocity or to the seepage (or Darcy) velocity [19] in the presence of a mixture98

of solid and liquid phases. Enthalpy h include both liquid and sensible components.99

Thermal conductivity λm is an effective conductivity, which can be either the conductivity of100

the pure phase —in the mesh cells where there is only one phase present— or a combination of the101

conductivities of both phases —in the cells where there is a mixture of solid and liquid (interface).102

If the interface zone is a “mushy” zone, this value could be calculated using some of the correlations103

used for the heat transfer in porous media [19, 20].104

Equation (2) corresponds to the momentum equation for flow through a porous medium [21], where105

the momentum source term coefficient S has been simplified, only accounting for the Darcian part of106

the drag force induced by the presence of the solid phase, as in [22]. This equation is only useful in107

the liquid-containing domain.108

It has been assumed that the solid phase has no motion, and therefore, the transport of properties109

is carried out by the liquid phase only. This is the reason for the advective terms only to include the110

properties of the liquid phase, as mentioned in [1].111
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If using constant physical properties, Boussinesq approximation is performed in order to account112

for the thermal expansion in the fluid.113

2.1. Enthalpy - temperature relations114

The energy conservation equation (3) is expressed in terms of enthalpy in its transient and con-115

vective terms. Therefore, relations between enthalpy and temperature have to be used explicitly in116

order to be able to determine the thermodynamic state of the material. Since the aim is to be able to117

take into account the variation of the thermo-physical properties with the temperature, the variation118

of the specific heat (Cp) and density are considered.119

Next, this task is discussed in some detail for cases of phase change occurring at a fixed temperature120

(for pure substances) or in a temperature range (for mixtures of substances).121

2.1.1. Fixed phase-change temperature122

In pure substances, the melting point is a fixed value. Therefore, the change in enthalpy in the123

phase change is only due to changes in the amount of substance that changes from liquid to solid, or124

viceversa. Hence, there is no function relating h and T but there is a function relating h and f (mass125

liquid fraction) instead.126

For the liquid and solid phases, relations between h and T exist, being the usual relations for127

sensible enthalpy changes:128

hs − href =

∫ T

Tref

Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible

(T < Tsl)

hl − href =

∫ T

Tsl

Cp,ldT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible liquid

+

∫ Tsl

Tref

Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible solid until m.p.

+ L︸︷︷︸
latent

(T > Tsl)

For the interface (T = Tsl) the enthalpy can be calculated from:129

hm − href =

∫ Tsl

Tref

Cp,sdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensible solid until m.p.

+ fL︸︷︷︸
latent

with:130

f =
ml

ml +ms
=

hm − hs@Tsl
hl@Tsl − hs@Tsl

The “thermodynamic state” of the mixture is determined by the mass liquid fraction f , which is131

calculated from the enthalpy of the mixture hm.132
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Depending on the values of Cp for both phases, the inversion of the relation h− T can be more or133

less difficult. The easiest case is that with constant values of Cp for both phases, resulting in:134

T = Tref +
hs − href
Cp,s

(T < Tsl)

T = Tsl +
hl − [href + Cp,s(Tsl − Tref ) + L]

Cp,l
(T > Tsl)

However, more complicated expressions for Cp(T ) are usually found, which can make the work of135

inverting the h−T relations very hard. A useful way of easing this task is to piecewise-linearize these136

expressions in some temperature ranges. Since the values of Cp for each phase generally do not change137

significantly in the working range of temperatures, a single interval of linearization might be sufficient138

(this is the approach that has been adopted in this work for the n-Octadecane). If this were the case,139

the values of Cp would be expressed as:140

Cp,s = Cp,s@Tmin +
Cp,s@Tsl − Cp,s@Tmin

Tsl − Tmin
(T − Tmin) (Tmin < T < Tsl)

Cp,l = Cp,l@Tsl +
Cp,l@Tmax − Cp,l@Tsl

Tmax − Tsl
(T − Tsl) (Tsl < T < Tmax)

or, expressed in a generic linear form:141

Cp = Cp0 + Cp1T

resulting in the following generic expression for h depending on T :142

h− h0 = Cp0(T − T0) + 0.5Cp1(T 2 − T 2
0 )

where the 0 represents either the melting point sl (for the liquid range) or the reference state ref (for143

the solid range). From here on, T is calculated as:144

T = −Cp0/Cp1 +

√
2

(
h− h0

Cp1

)
+

(
Cp0
Cp1

+ T0

)2

In the interface, instead of using the mass liquid fraction f it is useful to use the volumetric liquid145

fraction (or porosity) ε, since it is a variable that is explicitly used in the momentum equation. Hence,146

using Eq. (5), the following equation for ε can be obtained:147

ε =
ρmhm − ρshs
ρlhl − ρshs

(6)
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Furthermore, using Eq. (4), the following expression —which does not depend on ρm— is obtained:148

ε =
ρs(hm − hs)

ρlhl − ρshs + (ρs − ρl)hm
(7)

Since ρl, ρs, hl and hs are all fixed and known values at T = Tsl, the porosity can be directly149

calculated from Eq. (7) having previously calculated hm from the energy equation. It should be noted150

that Eq. (7) is not linear with hm in the general case, since hm is also present in the denominator. In151

the particular case of having equal solid and liquid densities, the expression results to be linear.152

It should be noted that with equation (7), the porosity is calculated directly from the enthalpy153

(hm) and not from the temperature, as is usually the case when an implicit time integration is used154

(e.g. [12, 14, 16]), avoiding the need for a numerical maneuver such as the definition of an artificial155

range of temperatures (small) in which the material is assumed to melt, in order to have an expression156

of ε as a function of T .157

2.1.2. Phase-change in a temperature range158

The mixture of two or more substances do not usually change of phase at a sharp melting point,159

but they have a range of temperatures in which both phases coexist. In these cases, there exist a region160

in which both phases are present, called “mushy” zone, and the interface is not a surface anymore.161

Being Ts and Tl and hs@Ts and hl@Tl the solidus and liquidus temperatures and enthalpies, respec-162

tively; the enthalpies of the liquid and solid phases, hl and hs, could be defined as follows:163

hl = hl@Tl +

∫ T

Tl

Cp,l(T )dT (T > Ts)

hs = hs@Ts −
∫ Ts

T
Cp,s(T )dT (T < Tl)

ρl = f1(T ) (T > Ts)

ρm = ερl + (1− ε)ρs (Ts < T < Tl)

ε =
ρmhm − ρshs
ρlhl − ρshs

(Ts < T < Tl)

where ρs has been assumed to be constant over all the range T < Tl, ρl is some function of the164

temperature (f1), and the last is Eq. (6). It should be noted that the equations of hl, hs and ρl have165

been assumed to be valid also in the whole phase change range; and differently from what happened166

with a fixed melting point, these properties are not constant in the phase change range.167

The first three equations are valid for the pure phases and the interface, while the other two are168

only for the interface. These, added to the energy equation (3), are six equations for determining169
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seven unknowns (hl, hs, hm, ρl, ρm, ε, T ). Therefore, an additional equation is necessary, which could170

be the relation between f and T (transformed to ε−T ) coming from the phase diagram of the mixture171

of substances.172

Usually the f −T relation is assumed as linear between the liquidus and solidus temperatures, but173

more accurate relations could be implemented, e.g. by using the lever rule in binary alloys.174

To calculate all the properties, it is necessary to determine T and ε from hm, since T is necessary175

for calculating hl, hs, ρl and ρs. This will probably result in an iterative procedure, unless the extra176

equation is the relation between hm and T , which would allow to directly determine T and from there177

on, to calculate directly the rest of the properties.178

3. Numerical implementation179

The formulation presented above has been implemented into the CFD computer package TermoFlu-180

ids [23], which is designed to work with unstructured meshes. Finite volume, collocated discretization181

and explicit time schemes have been used, with the time step dynamically adapted by estimating182

upper bounds for the eigenvalues of convective and diffusive operators [24]. The code is parallelized183

and can be run both on single computers as well as in computing clusters.184

Figure 1 shows some sketches of unstructured meshes, where the geometrical notation has been185

introduced. For more information about the way the different terms of the conservation equations186

have been discretized, please refer to [1, 25].187

In order to better understand the modifications performed to the previous implementation (pre-188

sented in [1]), a brief overview of the latter is presented in the first sub-section. Afterwards, the189

new treatment of mass and momentum equations, momentum source term coefficient, pressure in the190

interface zone and energy equations is described.191

3.1. Overview of the previous implementation192

For the non-dimensionalized problem, with constant thermo-physical properties, the time-discreti-193

zation of governing equations (1)-(3), result in [1]:194

∇ · ~un+1 = 0 (8)

~un+1 − ~un

∆t
= Rn+α(~u)−∇pn+1

d − S~un+1 (9)

hn+1 − hn

∆t
= Rn+α(φ) (10)
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Here, Rn+α represents the sum of convective, diffusive and buoyancy terms integrated between195

time steps n and n + 1 using some time-integration scheme, S is the non-dimensional source term196

coefficient introduced by the porous medium treatment and φ is the non-dimensional temperature. As197

explained in [1], the momentum source term has to be treated implicitly due to stability reasons.198

Decoupling of un+1 and pn+1
d is carried out applying divergence, imposing mass conservation [Eq.199

(8)] and rearranging terms:200

∆t∇ ·

(
∇pn+1

d

1 + ∆tS

)
= ∇ · up (11)

where:201

up =

{
~un + ∆tRn+α(~u)

1 + ∆tS

}
(12)

is a pseudo-predictor velocity, and thus:202

un+1 = up −∆t

(
∇pn+1

d

1 + ∆tS

)
(13)

from where the new velocity field (un+1) is calculated. Equation (11) defines a linear system of203

equations of cell-node pressures, which needs to be solved using a linear solver.204

The algorithm for the resolution of the equations is the following:205

• Energy equation (10): new enthalpy, temperature and porosity fields are calculated.206

• Pseudo-predictor velocities up using previous velocity fields [Eq. (12)].207

• Pressure equations (11): calculation of the system coefficients and resolution using a linear solver208

(e.g. CG).209

• New velocity field using predictor velocity and new pressure field [Eq. (13)].210

3.2. Mass and momentum211

Numerical implementation of the mass balance is modified by adding the effect of density variations:212

ρn+1
m − ρnm

∆t
= −∇ · (ρn+1

l ~un+1) (14)

Resulting in a modified version of the Poisson-like equations from those presented in [1]:213

∆t∇ ·

(
∇pn+1

1 + ∆tS/ρn+1
l

)
= ∇ ·

(
ρlu

p

1 + ∆tS/ρn+1
l

)
+
ρn+1
m − ρnm

∆t
(15)

where, using Adams-Bashforth 2nd order time integration scheme (for simplicity):214

ρlu
p = ρl~u

n + ∆t

[
3

2
Rn(~u)− 1

2
Rn−1(~u)

]
(16)
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(a) Away from solid nodes

(b) Near solid nodes. Diferent phases are indicated by

the area filling.

Figure 1: Notation used for the position of the nodes in an unstructured mesh. Letter P indicates the node

being calculated, F a neighbouring node, f the face shared by nodes P and F, n̂f the vector normal to face f

pointing outwards P, and ~dPF the vector going from P to F. If node F contains solid, then the face connecting

nodes P and F is denoted sf and the distance from P to this face ~dPsf .

is a pseudo-predictor velocity, and thus:215

ρlu
n+1 =

(
ρlu

p −∆t∇pn+1

1 + ∆tS/ρn+1
l

)
(17)

from where the new velocity field (un+1) is calculated. R is the sum of convective, diffusive and216

buoyancy source terms.217

The change in density is taken into account in the last term of the right hand side of Eq. (15).218

The new density (ρn+1
m ) is assumed to be known at this point, since the energy equation is resolved219

before than momentum, and therefore, the new temperature field and thermo-physical properties are220

known.221

In the case of a fixed melting point, Eq. (4) can be used to calculate the change in density in the222

interface cells:223

ρn+1
m − ρnm

∆t
=
εn+1 − εn

∆t
(ρl − ρs) (18)

which could be plugged into Eq. (15); e.g. when ρl is considered constant and the Boussinesq224

approximation is used for taking into account the thermal expansion/contraction in the liquid phase.225

It should be noted that up in Eq. (16) does not include the effect of the source term coefficient S.226

This effect is included afterwards, when the velocity is corrected by the effect of the pressure gradient,227

in Eq. (17). This approach is different from that chosen in [1], where the effect of the momentum228

source term was included in the predictor velocity already. The modification presented here results229
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in an interpolation of the face velocities more consistent with that used in the pressure terms in [1],230

which do not include the effect of the source term until the moment of performing the integration of231

the pressure gradient [first term of Eq. (15)].232

Integrating Eq. (15) in space over a mesh cell and discretizing, it remains:233

∆t

VP

∑
f

( ∇pn+1

1 + ∆tS/ρn+1
l

)
f

· n̂fAf


︸ ︷︷ ︸

modified pressure gradient flux

− 1

VP

∑
f


[

(ρl~u)p

1 + ∆tS/ρn+1
l

]
f

· n̂fAf

︸ ︷︷ ︸
modified predictor velocity flux

=
ρn+1
m,P − ρnm,P

∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
thermal expansion

which, in short, stands for mass conservation:234

1

VP

∑
fP

ṁn+1
f =

ρn+1
m,P − ρnm,P

∆t
(19)

where the outgoing mass fluxes through faces are calculated as:235

ṁn+1
f =

ṁp
f −∆t∇pn+1 · n̂fAf

(1 + ∆tS/ρl)f
(20)

The resulting system of pressure equations can be written as:236

aPp̃
n+1
P +

∑
fP

aFf p̃
n+1
Ff

= bP (21)

where p̃ = ∆t p and:237

aFf =
Af

(
−−→
dPF · n̂)f

(
θFf + θP

)
2

aP =
∑
fP

−aFf

bP =
∑
fP

[
ṁp
f

(
θFf + θP

)
2

]
+ VP

ρn+1
m,P − ρnm,P

∆t

θi =
1

1 + ∆tSi/ρ
n+1
l,i

(i = Ff , P)

3.2.1. Momentum source term coefficient (S)238

It can be observed [Eq. (17)] that the source-term coefficient S produces a damping of the new239

velocity by a factor of240

1

1 + ∆tS/ρl
(22)

In [1], different forms of the momentum source-term coefficient (S) were studied in terms of the241

“smoothness ” of the associated velocity damping produced. In particular, the approach proposed by242

Voller et al. [12]243

S =
C(1− ε)2

ε3 + q
(23)
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Figure 2: Damping factor vs. ε, with the proposed approach

where C is an arbitrary (big) constant and q is a very small value included to avoid division by zero,244

resulted to be the best of those studied, in terms of smoothness.245

However, analyzing equations (22) and (23), it can be seen that the damping effect depends on246

the values of C, ρl and ∆t. In the case of a porous medium, there are expressions to calculate the247

value of C from the thermo-physical properties of the fluid [19]. In the case of a change of phase in248

a temperature range, where a mushy zone is formed, some of these expressions should be used. On249

the other hand, as stated in [14] and [1], in the case of a change of phase at a fixed temperature there250

is no mushy zone and the interface should be of infinitesimal width. Therefore, there is no physical251

meaning of the source term, and it is just intended to act as a velocity damper in the solid-containing252

cells.253

With this in mind, a new strategy is followed for the choice of S. The idea is to retain the254

smoothness obtained with Eq. (23), with respect to the value of ε, with independence of the values of255

∆t and ρ. Hence, a damping of 0.5 is fixed for ε = 0.5, resulting in:256

S =
ρl

2∆t

[
(1− ε)2

ε3 + q

]
and (disregarding q):257

1

1 + ∆tS/ρl
=

2ε3

2ε3 + (1− ε)2

The resulting curve of the damping factor vs. ε is shown in figure 2.258

3.2.2. Solid boundary conditions259

Solid, no-slip, boundary conditions are treated in detail in this section; not only because they260

are extensively used in the study cases but also because they are related to the way the solid-liquid261
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interface inside the domain have been treated in [1]. A modification to such strategy is the issue of262

the next section.263

The velocity and mass flux in the solid boundaries are fixed to zero, the predictor velocity is not264

calculated since it is not needed (pressure of the boundary not included in the pressure system of265

equations, as in [1]):266

~usb = 0; ṁsb = 0

The pressure is needed for calculating the pressure gradient of the cell and is determined in order267

to give a pressure gradient such that the cell-centered velocity results parallel to the boundary:268

~uP · n̂sb = 0 (24)

thus, using Eq. (17):269

~ρluP · n̂sb =

(
ρl~u

p −∆t∇p
1 + ∆tS/ρl

)∣∣∣∣
P

· n̂sb = 0

⇒ (ρl~u
p −∆t∇p)P · n̂sb = 0

which, integrating and discretizing over the cell containing node P , gives:270

V ρl~u
p

∆t

∣∣∣∣
P

· n̂sb −
∑
fP

pf n̂fAf · n̂sb = 0⇒

psbAsb =
V ρl~u

p

∆t

∣∣∣∣
P

· n̂sb −
∑
f 6=sb

pf n̂fAf · n̂sb (25)

from where the pressure of the solid boundary psb is calculated, after having determined the variables271

~up and p in the cells.272

This condition on pressure in fact arises from a 2nd order boundary condition for ~u ·n̂sb, as is shown273

next. Due to mass conservation (neglecting the possible change in fluid density), the component of274

the velocity normal to the solid face should be zero:275

∇ · ~usb = 0⇒
�
�
���

0
∂ut1sb
∂xt1sb

+
�
�
���

0
∂ut2sb
∂xt2sb

+
∂un
∂xnsb

= 0⇒ ∂un
∂xn

∣∣∣∣
sb

= 0

where t̂1sb and t̂2sb are the two components tangent to the solid face, over which the velocity is zero276

in all the solid boundary. Therefore, the component of the cell-centered velocity normal to the solid277

boundary can be approximated as:278
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~uP · n̂sb =�
�>

0
~usb · n̂sb +

�
�
�
�>

0
∂un
∂xn

∣∣∣∣
sb

∆xn +O(∆x2
n)

⇒ ~uP · n̂sb = 0 +O(∆x2
n)

from where it can be seen that Eq. (24) results in a second order approximation of ~uP · n̂sb.279

It should be pointed out that this boundary condition for pressure is applied due to being using280

a collocated mesh scheme, where the velocities at the center of the cells are not the ones directly281

involved in the mass conservation. The pressure system of equations involves the mass fluxes through282

the cell faces, and therefore, the cell-centered pressure values are determined in order to enforce mass283

conservation of those mass fluxes. For this task, the pressure of the solid boundaries is not used nor284

needed (as seen in [1]), which is equivalent to adopting the usual boundary condition for pressure in285

solid faces ( ∂p∂n = 0) in the poisson-like system of equations.286

If ∂p
∂n = 0 is used as the boundary condition for calculating the pressure in the solid faces, large287

normal velocities may result due to the effect of body forces (e.g. gravitational), which are not288

correctly counteracted by the resulting pressure gradient. This effect is mentioned in [26] and has been289

experienced by the authors.290

However, the cell-centered velocities are calculated afterwards, and involve the calculation of the291

pressure gradient over the cell. This pressure gradient is the one using the value of the pressure in the292

solid boundary and is the one affected by the boundary condition imposed.293

Furthermore, the boundary condition imposed by Eq. 25 ensures that the viscous stress normal to294

the solid boundary is zero as it should be [26], without needing to modify the diffusive term explicitly:295

∇ · (µ∇~u) w
∑
f

µf∇~u · n̂f =

∑
f 6=sb

µf∇~u · n̂f + µsb


�
�
�
�>

0
∂un
∂xn

∣∣∣∣
sb

n̂sb +
∂ut1
∂xn

t̂1sb +
∂ut2
∂xn

t̂2sb


3.2.3. Pressure equation - cells close to the solid phase296

The pressure field effectively acts in the liquid domain, where it enforces mass conservation. In the297

solid domain it is not needed and it is required not to produce artificial “filtration” of flow through298

the interface into (or out from) the solid domain. This filtration effect could be produced due to299

the fact that between neighbouring liquid and solid cells, resulting from the solution of the system of300

equations, the pressure values will generally be different, and therefore, mass flows through the faces301

could be different from zero if calculated using Eq. (20).302
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As in [1], the strategy is to decouple liquid (or liquid-containing) and solid domains by modifying303

the pressure system of equations. In [1], this decoupling was performed treating the solid-cells faces304

as solid boundaries. This internal boundary condition was applied to the faces of the solid cells in305

the same way as for the solid boundaries of the domain, enforcing the cell-centered velocities to be306

parallel to these internal solid boundaries (see section 3.2.2).307

This strategy resulted in a fluid velocity field —near the solid phase— that changed direction308

following the shape of the solid cells, specially where totally liquid cells are in contact with totally309

solid ones. Since the interface is not exactly determined and its shape depends on the shape of the310

mesh cells, this “internal solid boundary” is usually highly irregular (this particularly true in the case311

of a 3D unstructured mesh of a spherical capsule), and therefore, to enforce the velocity field to follow312

this artificial boundaries does not necessarily result in an accurate representation of the flow.313

Moreover, the implementation of such internal boundary condition is quite complex in terms of314

program coding, since different possibilities have to be taken into account regarding the number of solid315

neighbors of a liquid-containing cell; i.e. if the cell has more than one solid neighbor its cell-centered316

velocity has to be parallel to all the non-parallel solid faces.317

Furthermore, if the changes in density are to be taken into account, the condition on the cell-318

centered velocity normal to the solid faces has to be modified.319

Due to these difficulties in the adoption of the internal solid boundary condition, another simpler320

approach is proposed in this work, which automatically adapts to the formulation with variable density.321

Here, the internal solid boundary condition for the pressure is “alleviated”. Instead of directly imposing322

the solid boundary condition to the internal solid faces, the neighbor solid cell is used as a ghost cell323

for the pressure and introduced into the pressure system of equations.324

Therefore, two categories of solid cells are defined: solid-solid and solid-liquid (see fig. 3). The325

former accounts for the solid cells whose neighbors are all also solid, while the latter contains the326

solid cells which have at least one liquid-containing neighbor cell. The solid-solid cells are the ones327

decoupled from the rest, enforcing zero filtration through their faces, while the solid-liquid cells are328

maintained in the system of pressure equations.329

Therefore, the pressure equations for the solid-solid cells remain as those presented in [1]:330

aPp̃
n+1
P = bP

Since solid-liquid cells are maintained in the system of pressure equations, pressure is calculated in331

such cells as in the liquid-containing sub-system, enforcing mass conservation. The resulting pressure332

equations for these cells depend on the amount of liquid-containing neighbors. For example, for the333
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Figure 3: Sketch of unstructured mesh. White: liquid. Striped: interface. Light grey: solid-liquid cells

(included in the non-trivial sub-system of pressure equations). Dark grey: solid-solid cells (trivial system of

pressure equations).

solid-liquid cells with one and two neighbors, the equations remain:334

One liquid neighbor:

ṁn+1
f1 =

ṁp
f1 −∆t∇pn+1 · n̂f1Af1

(1 + ∆tS/ρl)f1

= VP
ρn+1
m,P − ρnm,P

∆t
(26)

⇒ aPp̃
n+1
P + aFf1 p̃

n+1
Ff1

= bP

Two liquid neighbors:

ṁn+1
f1 + ṁn+1

f2 =
∑

f=f1,f2

ṁp
f

(1 + ∆tS/ρl)f
−

∑
f=f1,f2

∆t∇pn+1 · n̂fAf
(1 + ∆tS/ρl)f

= VP
ρn+1
m,P − ρnm,P

∆t
(27)

⇒ aPp̃
n+1
P + aFf1 p̃

n+1
Ff1

+ aFf2 p̃
n+1
Ff2

= bP

It can be observed that, if there is no density change between consecutive time steps (i.e. the335

solid-liquid cell is solid in both), the mass flow through the cell face f1 —connecting the solid and336

liquid-containing cells—resulting from Eq. (26) is zero. This means that the resulting pressure in the337

solid-liquid cell must be such that the mass flow through f1 obtained by applying Eq. (20) is zero. On338

the other hand, if there is a change of density between successive time steps (e.g. a completely solid339

control volume starts to melt), the mass flow through the solid-liquid boundary is not zero anymore.340

Therefore, this internal boundary condition adapts itself automatically to the density variations.341

In the cases of solid-liquid cells with two liquid-containing neighbors, Eq. (27) indicates that the342

mass fluxes through the solid-liquid faces f1 and f2 are not constrained to be strictly zero even if343
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(a) Internal solid boundary approach (b) Proposed approach

Figure 4: Velocity vectors of liquid-containing cells close to solid cells. Dark zone corresponds to the solid

phase.

there is no variation of the density. Only their summation is required to be zero in such case, and344

therefore, it is possible for the liquid to “trespass” these solid-liquid cells. On the other hand, the345

cell-centered velocities in these special solid cells are explicitly set to zero, since no liquid is contained346

in them.347

The proposed approach results in a “smoother” velocity field in the proximity of the solid cells,348

specially where completely liquid and solid cells are in direct contact (without an intermediate interface349

cell) in zones where the mesh resolution is not high. This can be seen in figure 4, showing the velocity350

vectors of the liquid-containing cells close to solid cells using both approaches, the one proposed in351

this work and the one imposing an internal solid boundary condition in the same way as in the mesh352

solid boundaries. It can be observed that in the latter case (fig. 4a) the velocity vectors are parallel353

to the faces of the solid cells, while in the former (fig. 4b) the fluid seems to go through them and the354

velocity field is less intrincate.355

3.2.4. Resolution of the linear system of pressure equations356

The resulting system of pressure equations has variable coefficients, where two sub-systems can357

be identified: one comprising all the liquid-containing and solid-liquid cells; and another, trivial one,358

with all the solid-solid cells where the value of pressure is not used.359

Since the system of equations is symmetric, a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) solver360

can be used. In order to lower the computations involved in the resolution of this system of equations,361

the PCG has been modified so as to perform matrix-vector multiplications only in the non-trivial362

sub-system, excluding the non-resolved solid-solid cells.363
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3.3. Energy364

The conservative form (ρh as the calculated variable) of the energy equation is Eq. (3), which can365

be discretized in time as follows:366

(ρh)n+1
m = (ρh)nm + ∆t [−∇ · (ρlhl~u) +∇ · (λm∇T )]n+α (28)

were the right hand side would be evaluated somehow depending on the time integration scheme.367

It would be preferable to use this approach, since both density and enthalpy could be calculated368

at the same time. The key here is to be able to define the thermodynamic state from the value of369

(ρh)m, i.e. to calculate the rest of the properties (T , λ, etc.) using (ρh)m as the independent variable.370

However, the usual situation is to have correlations for the properties expressed in terms of T , and371

furthermore, to have separate correlations for ρ and h (see section 2.1). Thus, in order to be able to372

use ρh to find the rest of the properties, one would have to multiply both correlations and afterwards373

invert the resulting formula to obtain T from ρh. This is usually a hard task, since could result in374

having to invert complicated functions.375

Therefore, it is useful to be able to calculate only h from the energy equation, while assuming ρ376

as known. This can be done using the non-conservative form of the energy equation.377

Taking into account the conversion:378

∂ρhm
∂t

= hm
∂ρm
∂t

+ ρm
∂hm
∂t

the following non-conservative form is obtained (where the calculated variable is h) from Eq. (3):379

ρm
∂hm
∂t

+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T )− hm
∂ρm
∂t

and using mass conservation equation (1) it results in:380

ρm
∂hm
∂t

+∇ · (ρlhl~u) = ∇ · (λm∇T ) + hm∇ · (ρl~u) (29)

Discretizing Eq. (29) in time, the following expression is obtained:381

hn+1
m = hnm + ∆t

[
−∇ · (ρlhl~u) +∇ · (λm∇T ) + hm∇ · (ρl~u)

ρm

]n+α

(30)

Using this equation and those from section 2.1, the thermodynamic state of the material can be382

found.383

If there is an interest in using T in the convective term instead of hl, the conversion dh = CpdT384

can be used, which applied into the following non-conservative form of the energy equation:385
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ρm
∂hm
∂t

+∇hl · ρl~u = ∇ · (λm∇T ) + (hm − hl)∇ · (ρl~u)

results in:386

ρm
∂hm
∂t

+ Cpl∇T · ρl~u = ∇ · (λm∇T ) + (hm − hl)∇ · (ρl~u)

In order to express the convective term as a divergence, the following identity can be used:387

Cpl∇T · (ρl~u) = Cpl∇ · (ρl~uT )− CplT∇ · (ρl~u)

to obtain:388

ρm
∂hm
∂t

+ Cpl∇ · (ρl~uT ) = ∇ · (λm∇T ) + (hm − hl + CplT )∇ · (ρl~u) (31)

where there is an extra term in the right hand side of the equation depending on the mass balance in389

the control volume (which, in general, will be different from zero due to the changes in the density), the390

total enthalpy and the difference between the liquid enthalpy and the liquid specific heat multiplied391

by the temperature.392

Since hl appears in the source term, it has to be calculated even if it is not appearing in the393

advective term. Therefore, not using hl in the advective term would only be interesting if there is394

some advantage in terms of computational cost. It is possible that some advantage could be obtained395

if, for example, the calculation of convective and diffusive terms is performed at the same time,396

and using a unique array/vector of values (T ) could turn out faster —due to more efficient memory397

management— than needing two different arrays/vectors (T and hl).398

Discretizing Eq. (31) in time, the following expression is obtained:399

hn+1
m = hnm + ∆t

[−Cp,l∇ · (ρl~uT ) +∇ · (λm∇T ) + (hm − hl + CplT )∇ · (ρl~u)

ρm

]n+α

(32)

4. Definition of the case study400

The case study is based on the experimental and numerical results obtained by [16, 27], where the401

melting of a PCM inside a spherical capsule is studied. Figure 5 depicts a sketch of the configuration402

of the case. A spherical glass capsule filled with n-Octadecane, initially in solid state, is immersed into403

a water bath at 40℃. Since the temperature of the water is higher than the melting point of the PCM,404

the material close to the capsule shell starts to melt forming a concentric solid-liquid interface. As the405

melting process evolves, the liquid layer grows and the temperature gradients in the fluid combined406

with buoyancy forces cause the liquid to move, producing the natural convection phenomenon. This407

form of heat transfer intensifies the heat transfer rate and modifies the concentrical heat transfer that408
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Figure 5: Sketch of the case under study

was enforced by the thermal conduction. Hence, a deformation of the interface is produced, since its409

evolution is determined by the heat transfer rate.410

In [27], experiments of constrained and unconconstrained melting are presented. In unconstrained411

melting, the solid phase, being denser than the liquid phase, sinks to the bottom of the sphere; while412

in constrained melting, the solid phase is restrained from sinking. Here, numerical simulations of413

constrained melting are presented, since the solid phase is assumed to have zero velocity.414

Both two and three-dimensional meshes have been used, which were generated with ANSYS ICEM415

CFD package [28]. Table 1 shows the list of meshes used, where a code for each one has been assigned416

indicating if the mesh is two (2D) or three-dimensional (3D), if it includes or not the upper opening417

(no: No Opening; wo: With Opening) and the approximate amount of cells. The upper opening was418

included in the meshes intended to be used for simulating cases with variable density, where the less419

dense fluid needs to be allowed to escape from the capsule.420

In the case of 2D meshes, since a cartesian formulation is used, the geometry used is a slice of421

sphere with a very small azimuthal angle (see left half of figs. 6a-6d ). It should be noted that the422

2D meshes 2d-no-7.7e3 and 2d-wo-9.3e3 (without counting the cells of the upper opening) have a423

similar amount of cells as that claimed to be used by Tan et al. [16] in their simulations (∼ 7000–8000),424

while meshes 2d-no-31e3 and 2d-wo-31e3 have a density of around 4 times higher. 3D meshes 3d-425

no-1.4e6 and 3d-wo-1.6e6 present a density of cells for a slice of sphere (similar to the geometry of426

the 2D meshes used) of around 5000 cells —somewhat lower than 2d-no-7.7e3 and 2d-wo-9.3e3—427

while for mesh 3d-wo-5e6 (only used in case C) this value is around 12000.428

4.1. Spatial discretization schemes429

A central difference scheme has been used for the diffusive terms of both momentum and en-430

ergy equations. The convective term of momentum equation has been discretized with a symmetry-431
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Table 1: Meshes used

Code Cells Cells for opening Prismatic layers
req/R

Smallest1 Biggest1

2d-no-7.7e3 7669 - - 4.28E-3 3.91E-2

2d-no-31e3 30670 - - 2.03E-3 2.03E-2

2d-wo-9.3e3 9257 400 - 2.89E-3 2.03E-2

2d-wo-31e3 31445 400 - 8.56E-4 1.64E-2

3d-no-1.4e6 1436919 - 10 3.91E-3 1.99E-2

3d-wo-1.6e6 1637607 12700 - 4.79E-3 2.22E-2

3d-wo-5e6 5272390 ∼ 40000 - 3.44E-3 9.42E-3

aEquivalent radius of the biggest and smallest cells. In 2D meshes, it is equal to the radius of the circle with the same

area as the biggest/smallest cell; while in 3D meshes it is equal to the radius of the sphere with the same volume. All

values are relative to the radius of the spherical capsule.

preserving scheme (SYMMPRES) [29]. This scheme considers the scalars in the cell faces as the432

mean value between the scalars in the cell centers. In uniform meshes its accuracy is of second order,433

while in unstructured meshes, although locally first order, it has been observed to be of a higher order434

(between 1 and 2) globally [30].435

For the convective term of the energy equation two schemes were tested, a first-order UPWIND436

and the symmetry preserving scheme. The former has the advantage of avoiding unbounded values437

of the temperature, while the latter has the property of presenting a lower numerical diffusion. A438

comparison between the results obtained with both schemes is carried out in the results section.439

4.2. Physical properties440

Difficulties have been encountered in the search of the physical properties of n-Octadecane near441

the melting point. Specially for density of the solid phase and thermal conductivity of both phases,442

as well as for the fusion temperature. Little information, and sometimes, high disagreements between443

the different sources has been found.444

4.2.1. Constant properties445

As a first approximation, thermo-physical properties were taken from [16]. The significant quanti-446

tative difference between experimental and first numerical results led to the suspicion of being using447

wrong properties. Therefore, a thorough search for physical properties has been carried out. Very448
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(a) 2d-no-7.7e3 (b) 2d-no-31e3

(c) 2d-wo-9.3e3 (d) 2d-wo-31e3

(e) 3d-no-1.4e6 (f) 3d-wo-1.6e6 (g) 3d-wo-5e6

Figure 6: Meshes used. 2D: Left half of images show a front view, while right half show a tilted view. 3D:

Left half of images show a front cut view, while right half show the external surface.

little information has been found for some of them, such as density and thermal conductivity of the449

solid phase.450

Table 2 depicts the numerical properties obtained from [16] and those generated using the data451

found in the literature [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38].452
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Table 2: Constant physical properties of n-Octadecane

L ρ Cp λ µ β[
J kg−1

] [
kgm−3

] [
J kg−1 K−1

] [
W m−1 K−1

]
[Pa s]

[
K−1

]
From Tan et al. [16] 243500 772.0 2300 0.1505 3.86 E-3 9.10 E-4

From [31, 32, 33, 34,

35, 36, 37, 38]

242454 774.5 2225 0.1505 3.57 E-3 9.42 E-41

Proposed in this work

(L modified)

270159 774.5 2225 0.1505 3.57 E-3 9.42 E-41

aCalculated as ρl(313.15K)−ρl(301.33K)

774.5 kg

m3 11.82K
using the correlation for liquid density from [34].

An important issue to point out is that the value of latent heat adopted in our simulations is not453

exactly the one found in [31], but a correction of that value considering the fact that the density of454

the liquid phase is being adopted for both phases. Thus, the value of L is augmented by the ratio455

between solid and liquid densities (ρs/ρl) in order to obtain the real latent heat inside each control456

volume. Therefore,457

Lmod = 242454
ρs
ρl

= 270159 J/kg; with: ρs = 863 kg/m3 (33)

If the original value of L were used together with a density equal to that of the liquid phase, less458

energy than that actually needed would be required to melt the solid contained in the same control459

volume, and therefore, a faster melting would be obtained. This issue has not been addressed by other460

authors (e.g. [16, 17]), and may have been a source of error in their numerical simulations.461

In this case, adopting the real latent heat or the modified one results in that around 11% more462

energy is needed to melt the n-Octadecane contained in the same control volume for the latter case.463

This is one possible cause for having melting rates higher than those registered in the experiment, by464

the numerical simulations of Tan et al. [16] and Zhao et al. [17].465

4.2.2. Variable properties466

In the pursue of accurate thermo-physical properties of n-Octadecane, several works have been467

consulted (several more than those referred in this work). Discrepancies have been found for some468

properties between different works. The correlations finally adopted are presented below, along with469

comments about their accuracy and some other related observations.470

• Melting temperature (Tsl): taken from the experimental work of Messerly et al. [31]. A fixed value471
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of 301.33 K (28.18℃) has been adopted. Several references [32, 39] indicate that n-Octadecane472

does not present disordered phases between the low temperature ordered solid phase and the473

liquid phase, resulting in a change of phase at a single temperature. There is some disagreement474

about this value, and melting points as low as 300.2 K have been reported [33]. Furthermore, it475

has been seen in the scientific literature (e.g. in [32]) that impurities could modifiy the behaviour476

of pure n-Octadecane resulting in a modification of the melting temperature and of the latent477

heat of fusion. It is believed, due to the experimental temperature curves presented in [16] that478

the material used in the experiments could present a melting temperature range within 27-29℃.479

This could definitely be a cause of differences between experimental and numerical results. With480

this in mind, numerical simulations using a melting point of 300.35 K (27.2℃) are also carried481

out in this work.482

• Latent heat of fusion (L): 242454 J/kg, calculated from the liquid and solid enthalpies at483

301.33 K indicated in [31]. As mentioned above, this value could be modified by the presence of484

impurities.485

• Liquid density (ρl): correlation adopted from [34],486

ρl = 1010.07− 0.80587T + 0.00012463T 2

where ρl is expressed in kg/m3 and the temperature is in K. The variation of this value in the487

working range of temperatures is around 1% using the above correlation.488

Although the authors of the referred work define a range of validity of their correlation which489

do not include the temperature range between the melting point and the maximum temperature490

present in the experiment of Tan et al. [16], comparison with the experimental curve presented491

in [35] shows a fairly good agreement for this range of temperatures.492

• Liquid viscosity (µl): correlation adopted from [36],493

log10 µl = −11.5505 +
1670.8

T
+ 0.015675T − 1.2341× 10−5 T 2

where µl is expressed in Pa.s and the temperature is in K.494

This correlation reproduce almost exactly the experimental values from [40] in the range of495

temperatures of interest. The variation of this property is not negligible in the working range of496

temperatures of the liquid phase (∼30%).497
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• Liquid thermal conductivity (λl): linearized correlation from [37],498

λl = 0.156427− 0.0001841779(T − 273.15)

where λl is expressed in W/m.K and the temperature is in K. The variation of this property in499

the working range of temperatures, using the above expression, is less than 2%.500

Differences of around 5% have been found with those values calculated using the correlation from501

[36], and higher with respect to [38]. In the latter work, a value of liquid thermal conductivity502

of 0.18 W/mK (20% higher than that obtained with the present correlation) has been reported503

at the melting point.504

• Liquid specific heat (Cp,l): linearized correlation from [37],505

Cp,l = 2137.1456 + 2.7186(T − 273.15)

where Cp,l is expressed in J/kg.K and the temperature is in K. The variation of this property506

in the working range of temperatures, using the above expression, is less than 2%.507

The present correlation agrees very well with the experimental data from [31]. Differences of up508

to 10% can be found with the values calculated with the correlation from [39], which is seen to509

underpredict the values in the temperature range between 300 - 320 K.510

• Solid density (ρs): a value of 863 kg/m3 has been adopted. There is a high uncertainty in this511

value, as no exact information has been found. It has been very roughly approximated from the512

density curve presented in [35].513

There is a significant difference between the densities of the liquid and solid phases. With the514

values adopted in this work, at the melting point, this difference is of ∼ 11% (with respect to515

the liquid density).516

• Solid thermal conductivity (λs): a fixed value of 0.3362 W/m.K has been adopted, calculated517

from the ratio ks/kl presented in [38] and from kl (at the melting point) determined using the518

previously indicated correlation. There is high uncertainty in this value as high dispersion has519

been found between different sources consulted. The authors believe that the ratio ks/kl = 0.45520

is the most accurate value of those found in [38] due to the procedure used for its determination,521

which do not depend on the density of any of the phases. However, it is believed that there is522

a somewhat linear variation of this property with the temperature, as seen for other n-alkanes523

[41]. Unfortunately, no correlation has been found for the n-Octadecane.524
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In any case, there is a significant difference between the thermal conductivities of the liquid and525

solid phases, which could be a source of error in the numerical simulations if not properly taken526

into account.527

• Solid specific heat (Cp,s): linearized experimental data from [31],528

Cp,s = 1652.9056 + 10.2673(T − 273.15)

The above expression results in a variation of less than 1% of this property in the working range529

of temperatures for the solid phase. However, there is a significant difference between the specific530

heats of the solid and liquid phases, which is around 13%.531

The correlation presented in [39] has not been adopted here due to not being very accurate in532

the temperature range near the melting point, as indicated by the authors.533

4.3. Initial and boundary conditions534

4.3.1. Initial conditions535

Initially, all the PCM is in its solid state. However, in order to avoid the formation of liquid cells536

completely surrounded by solid cells —which would cause divergence, due to the impossibility of the537

less dense fluid to leave these cells— a liquid film close to the shell has been included in the initial538

conditions. The width of this layer is around 3% of the radius of the capsule (∼1.5 mm), resulting in539

an initial total liquid fraction of ∼8.5%, depending on the mesh. Therefore, all numerical simulations540

in this work are assumed to start in a state corresponding to that of the experiment at t = 12 minutes,541

which seems to be the time at which liquid fraction is around ∼8.5%, according to the figures presented542

by [16].543

For the liquid film, a temperature equal to the melting point has been adopted. For the solid phase,544

a uniform temperature of 26.5℃ has been assumed, estimated from the experimental temperature545

curves presented in [16].546

4.3.2. Boundary conditions547

• Capsule shell In the numerical results reported by Tan et al. [16], the melting rate was overpre-548

dicted when compared to the experimental data. They justified the sources for such discrepancy549

in the consideration of a constant temperature for the external surface of the capsule shell, when550

the presence of the base supporting the capsule could be avoiding a good heat transfer in this551

zone, and furthermore, a thermal stratification could have developed in the water bath. With552

this in mind, instead of adopting a constant temperature for the outer surface of the capsule,553
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a convection coefficient acting between the water bath and the shell is assumed. In fact, two554

values of this coefficient are tested, one considering a high heat transfer rate between the water555

bath and the capsule and another one with a low heat transfer rate.556

Therefore, the capsule shell is represented as a solid, no-slip boundary (see section 3.2.2), with a557

fixed external temperature (40℃) and an equivalent heat transfer coefficient (αeq) encompassing558

thermal convection between the bath and the outer surface and conduction through the glass,559

respectively. A heat flux into the cell adjacent to the capsule is enforced as:560

q̇sb = Asb
(Twb − TP )

Asb
Aextαeq

+
~dP,sb·n̂sb
λf

where the thermal resistance has been indicated as a sum of external (bath + shell) plus internal561

(portion of fluid between cell center and solid face) heat transfer resistance. The two values of562

αeq here adopted are 796W/(m2K) and 237W/m2K. The former corresponds to a convective563

heat transfer between bath and shell of around 3000W/m2K, while the latter corresponds to a564

convective coefficient of around 300W/m2K. The thickness of the glass capsule shell is 1.5 mm.565

Actually, what is really imposed as a thermal boundary condition is the temperature of the566

boundary face, which is determined in order to give the previous heat flux into the cell, as567

follows:568

Tsb =

Aextαeq
Asb

Twb +
λf
~dP,sb·n̂sb

TP

Aextαeq
Asb

+
λf
~dP,sb·n̂sb

• Upper opening (variable density cases)569

Fluid flow is allowed to go out from (or into) the capsule through this upper opening. For this,570

a condition on pressure is applied, resembling a Bernoulli equation, in the form:571

pfb = p∞ − γ
ρu2

2

where γ is a coefficient controlling the loss of kinetic energy, which can take values from 0 to572

1. In the cases presented, values of p∞ = 0 and γ = 0.5 have been used. The velocities of the573

boundary faces are assumed to be equal to those of the corresponding cell nodes.574

For the temperature, in the boundary faces through which the flow goes out from the capsule, a575

zero derivative has been assumed, taking the value of the cell. For the boundary faces through576

which the flow comes into the capsule, the temperature of the incoming flow has been assumed577
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to be the mean value (weighted by the mass flow) of the temperature corresponding to the flow578

going out from the capsule. This results in a zero overall transport of thermal energy through579

the opening.580

For the lateral surface of the upper opening —which is part of the capsule shell— the same581

heat flux condition is used as for the rest of the shell, in 2D cases. However, in 3D cases, a582

further improvement has been introduced by modeling the fact that this part of the shell is in583

contact with the outer air instead of with the water bath, as it is apparent in the pictures of the584

experiments presented in [27]. For this zone, in 3D cases, a value of 5.1W/m2 has been adopted585

for αeq and 25℃ for the external (air) temperature.586

• Periodic faces (2D)587

For carrying out 2D simulations, where axi-symmetry is assumed, the faces of the sphere slices588

(see 2D meshes from fig. 6) should not affect the solution in any way. Therefore, zero derivative589

has been adopted for all the variables, as well as zero mass flux through the faces. No contribution590

of these boundary faces is produced over the diffusive, convective or source terms of all the591

equations.592

5. Results593

Several simulations have been run using the different meshes designed, for two and three-dimension-594

al analyses, as well as using constant and variable thermo-physical set of properties. Since the thermal595

boundary conditions are not exactly known, two different values have been tested for the equivalent596

heat transfer coefficient between the water thermal bath and the internal surface of the capsule shell597

(αeq = 796W/m2K and αeq = 237W/m2K). Furthermore, since the experimental temperature598

curves observed in [16] indicate that the onset of the phase change may be occurring at a temperature599

of around 27℃, simulations assuming a melting point of 27.2℃ have also been run. Three combinations600

of thermal boundary condition and melting point are codified as cases A, B and C, as depicted in601

Table 3.602

Comparison is performed between simulations using UPWIND and SYMMPRES convective603

schemes, two and three-dimensional meshes and constant and variable properties. Agreement with604

experimental results is also addressed.605

5.1. Convective scheme and grid convergence606

As indicated in section 4.1, two schemes have been adopted for the discretization of the convective607

term of the energy equation, first-order UPWIND and SYMMPRES.608
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Table 3: Cases run using different combinations of boundary conditions and melting point

Code αeq (W/m2K) Tsl (℃)

A 796 28.18

B 237 28.18

C 237 27.2

Figure 7 show results of evolution of global liquid fraction for the different cases using each convec-609

tive scheme. A better match with experimental results is observed in the results using the symmetry610

preserving scheme. Furthermore, the discrepancy between results with different meshes is higher in611

the cases using the UPWIND scheme, indicating a worse grid convergence. The differences between612

results using constant and variable properties are also higher in the cases where the UPWIND scheme613

was adopted.614

All these observations indicate that the numerical diffusion is affecting the cases were the UP-615

WIND scheme was used and that the symmetry preserving scheme seem to give more accurate results.616

Unbounded values of temperature have been observed at some specific locations in the SYMMPRES617

cases, but this problem does not seem to affect the results as much as the numerical diffusion produced618

by the UPWIND scheme. For this reason, the results presented in the following sections correspond619

to the simulations using the SYMMPRES scheme.620

As the mesh density is increased, the melting rate tends to decrease. This behavior is observed for621

all the combinations of properties and boundary conditions tested. With the meshes used, it cannot be622

stated that grid convergence has been reached, although the results obtained with the SYMMPRES623

cases show a quite low disparity between them.624

5.2. Thermo-physical properties625

As indicated in section 4.2.1, when defining the constant thermo-physical properties used repre-626

sentative of the material in the working conditions, a modification to the latent heat was performed in627

order to correct the error in total energy; which comes from the fact of not considering the difference628

in density between liquid and solid phases.629

Figure 8 shows the difference in liquid fraction evolution between three 2D simulations of case630

A, using different set of properties. For the first, constant properties shown in Table 2, without the631

modification of L, were adopted. In the second, constant properties with the modified L were used. In632

the third, different densities and specific heats for liquid and solid phases are adopted (and therefore633
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(a) Case A. Constant properties. UPWIND

scheme.

(b) Case A. Variable properties. UPWIND

scheme.

(c) Case A. Constant properties. SYMM-

PRES scheme.

(d) Case A. Variable properties. SYMM-

PRES scheme.

(e) Case B. Variable properties. SYMM-

PRES scheme.

(f) Case C. Variable properties. SYMM-

PRES scheme.

Figure 7: Global volumetric liquid fraction vs. time for the different cases with 2D and 3D meshes, using

upwind or symmetry preserving schemes.

a mesh with the upper opening is used for allowing fluid escaping from the shell) but with the rest of634

the properties constant. ρ = 863 kg/m3 and Cp = 1940J/kgK−1 were used for the solid phase. Both635

simulations using constant properties were run with the same mesh, while for the other a mesh with636
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a similar amount of cells was adopted.637

Figure 8: Numerical results of the evolution of global ε with time for case A. Lorig: constant properties,

unmodified value of L; mesh: 2d-no-7.7E3. Lmod: constant properties, modified value of L; mesh: 2d-no-

7.7E3. Lorig, ρ and Cp diff.: different densities and specific heats for liquid and solid phases with the rest of

the properties constant; mesh: 2d-wo-9.3E3.

It can be observed that the melting rate in the case with the unmodified L is higher than for the638

other two cases, and that the case with constant properties and modified L evolves almost exactly639

as the one where the differences in ρ and Cp are considered. The melting rates —between 30 and640

80 minutes— for cases with constant properties and the original and modified L, result in values641

of 0.95%/min and 0.88 %/min, respectively; which is a decrease of around 8% of the melting rate,642

produced by the increase of around 11% in L. These observations indicate that the density scaling of643

L compensates the fact of using the liquid density for both phases, and that the effect of the expansion644

in the melting is not very significant for this case.645

Furthermore, plots of the evolution of the global liquid fraction of two 2D simulations, one using646

constant properties and another taking full account of the properties variations with temperature,647

are depicted in figure 9. It is observed that the consideration of the change of properties with the648

temperature result in a slight increase of the melting rate (0.90%/min); being around 2-3% higher649

than in the case with constant properties and modified L. Further analysis, after running several650

simulations changing the property for which the variations with temperature are accounted for, seem651

to indicate that the property whose variation is affecting the melting rate the most is the thermal652

conductivity, and specially that of the liquid phase.653
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Figure 9: Numerical results of the evolution of global ε with time for case A using constant and variable

properties. Simulation with constant, modified, properties (solid line) was run using mesh 2d-no-7.7E3, while

the one with variable properties (dashed line) was run with mesh 2d-wo-9.3E3.

5.3. 2D vs. 3D654

Figures 10 and 11 show the temperature and liquid fraction maps, as well as the streamlines of655

2D and 3D simulations for two different moments corresponding to the experiment after t∼22 and656

t∼47 minutes, respectively. Results shown correspond to meshes with a similar density (comparing657

the 2D mesh with a slice of the 3D mesh) in order to evaluate only the effect of assuming (or not) the658

hypothesis of axi-symmetric behaviour.659

The common feature in two and three-dimensional results is the upgoing hot flow close to the660

shell and downgoing cold flow close to the solid, produced by the gravity force in combination with a661

decrease of density in the liquid as its temperature increases. However, there are differences between662

the flow patterns encountered in 2D and 3D cases.663

In the bottom, due to the unstable thermal layer (hot shell below cold solid), the flow has a highly664

3D behaviour. While in 2D cases the fluid eddies formed at the bottom are “trapped” by the fluid665

eddies located at the top/middle of the capsule (see 2D streamlines in figs. 10 and 11), in 3D cases the666

high velocity flows generated at the bottom “find their way” to the top flowing close to the shell (where667

the temperature is higher), through some periodically arranged azimuthal angles which alternate with668

those angles through which the cold fluid flows downwards (closer to the solid, cold, phase). Therefore,669

upward and downward flows show higher and lower velocities in alternate azimuthal angles, as seen in670

Fig. 12. Also in this figure it can be observed how the interface is modified due to this phenomenon.671

Figure 13 shows some temperature maps of the capsule shell, seen from below, where the alternating672
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(a) Mesh: 2d-no-7.7e3. Case A. Constant

properties.

(b) Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6. Case A. Constant

properties.

(c) Mesh: 2d-wo-9.3e3. Case C. Variable

properties.

(d) Mesh: 3d-wo-5e6. Case C. Variable prop-

erties.

Figure 10: Vertical cross view of numerical results for 10 min of simulation (t∼22 min in the experiment).

The left half of each picture shows a map of liquid fraction (light: solid; dark: liquid) with the flow streamlines,

while the right half shows temperature map and contours. The density of the 3D mesh slices and 2D meshes

shown are similar.
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(a) Mesh: 2d-no-7.7e3. Case A. Constant

properties.

(b) Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6. Case A. Constant

properties.

(c) Mesh: 2d-wo-9.3e3. Case C. Variable

properties.

(d) Mesh: 3d-wo-5e6. Case C. Variable proper-

ties.

Figure 11: Vertical cross view of numerical results for texp ∼ 47 min. The left half of each picture shows a map

of liquid fraction (light: solid; dark: liquid) with the flow streamlines, while the right half shows temperature

map and contours. The density of the 3D mesh slices and 2D meshes shown are similar.

zones of higher and lower temperatures can be observed. This effect is present at the bottom of673

the capsule but not at the top, where a thermal stratification is seen (nearly horizontally uniform674
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temperature distribution) and the velocities are lower. In this figure it can also be noted that in case675

A the shell is hotter than in case C, due to the higher heat transfer rate assumed for the former.676

(a) Front view (b) Top view

Figure 12: Different views of slice cuts run with mesh 3d-no-1.4e6 at texp ∼ 47 minutes (case A, const.

props.). The horizontal cut is at 3 cm below the center of the sphere. Velocity vectors are shown in the front

view, while a vertical velocity map is depicted in the top view of the horizontal cut. The greyscale indicates

the phase (dark: liquid; light: solid), while the colors indicate the magnitude of the vertical component of the

velocity.

A consequence of the “artificial” trapping of the eddies in the 2D cases is that the lower part melts677

faster in these than in the 3D cases. This can be observed, not only by comparing the shapes of the678

interface, but also the evolution of the temperature at different axial positions, as shown in figs. 14-15.679

In the experimental results of Tan et al. [16], the thermocouple located at point G (y = 2.5 cm above680

the center) detects that melting there starts before than at point B (y = 3.75 cm below the center). In681

all 2D numerical results reported in this work, as well as in those published by [16] (numerical, 2D),682

point B starts melting long before point G. However, in 3D cases, melting of point B is much delayed,683

resulting in a better qualitative agreement with the experimental data.684

Regarding the evolution of global liquid fraction, it is not clear if 3D simulations result in different685

melting rates. Results using the SYMMPRES scheme (Figs. 7c and 7f) seem to indicate that 3D686

simulations present slightly higher melting rates, but the discrepancies with 2D results are so small687

that could be due to differences in the used meshes.688
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(a) Case A, const. props.; texp∼22

min. Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6.

(b) Case A, const. props.; texp∼32

min. Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6.

(c) Case C, var. props.; texp∼22 min.

Mesh: 3d-wo-1.6e6.

(d) Case C, var. props.; texp∼32 min.

Mesh: 3d-wo-1.6e6.

Figure 13: Bottom view of temperature maps in the shell, for 3D simulations.

5.4. Agreement between experimental and numerical results689

All the numerical results reproduce very well the qualitative behavior observed in the experiment.690

Furthermore, a very good accordance in the evolution of the melting rate is obtained for the numerical691

results with both 2D and 3D meshes using the SYMMPRES scheme. However, the quantitative692

agreement with the local temperature measurements is not so good.693

Figures 14-16 show higher temperature oscillations at locations below the center of the sphere for694

the numerical results, than those observed in the experimental data. This could be indicating that695

velocities higher than those occurring in the experiment might be being predicted in the simulations.696

This is specially true for 2D cases (Figs. 14a, 15a and 16a), where the high velocity flows generated at697

the bottom cannot escape to the top of the capsule, causing higher thermal oscillations in this zone.698

Furthermore, it is believed that the onset of the phase change in the experiment is produced at a lower699

temperature than that found in the literature (28.18℃), and may be occurring in a temperature range700
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(a) Mesh: 2d-no-31e3
(b) Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6

Figure 14: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted from [16]), at two

different locations of the vertical axis (indicated in cm, with y = 0 being the center of the capsule). Case A,

using constant properties.

(a) Mesh: 2d-wo-9.3E3 (b) Mesh: 3d-wo-1.6e6

Figure 15: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted from [16]), at two

different locations of the vertical axis (indicated in cm, with y = 0 being the center of the capsule). Case C,

using variable properties.

of around 27-29℃. This would explain that the experimental temperature curves stay nearly horizontal701

around 27℃ and rise more “smoothly” than in the numerical results. By adopting a melting point of702

27.2℃ (case C), the temperature evolution of the solid phase is better predicted, but the increase after703

melting is still much higher than in the experiment. In 3D results of case C with the densest mesh704
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(a) Mesh: 2d-wo-9.3E3 (b) Mesh: 3d-wo-1.6e6

(c) Mesh: 3d-wo-5e6

Figure 16: Evolution of T vs. time, for numerical and experimental results (extracted from [16]), at a location

close to the bottom, in the vertical axis (indicated in cm, with y = 0 being the center of the capsule). Case C,

using variable properties.

(3d-wo-5e6, Fig. 16c), the amplitude of the temperature oscillations at position A is very similar705

to the observed in the experimental data, and lower than the obtained with the coarser 3D mesh706

(3d-wo-1.6e6, Fig. 16b). However, the predicted mean value is somewhat lower in both cases, which707

may be another indication of the presence of solid phase at a temperature higher than the assumed708

melting point, in the experiment.709

In figures 17 and 18, the interface shapes at different instants for both experimental and numerical710

results are presented. A very good agreement with the experiment is observed in general for the 3D711

simulations, specially for those using variable properties; while the effect of eddy trapping (mentioned712
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(a) Experiment (t=40 min). (b) Experiment (t=60 min). (c) Experiment (t=80 min).

(d) Numerical (t∼40 min).

Mesh: 2d-no-32e3.

(e) Numerical (t∼60 min). Mesh:

2d-no-32e3.

(f) Numerical (t∼80 min). Mesh:

2d-no-32e3.

(g) Numerical (t∼40 min). Mesh:

3d-no-1.4e6.

(h) Numerical (t∼60 min).

Mesh: 3d-no-1.4e6.

(i) Numerical (t∼80 min). Mesh:

3d-no-1.4e6.

Figure 17: Experimental photographs at texp = 40, 60 and 80 minutes (extracted from [16]) and our numerical

results for case A, using constant properties, with 2D and 3D meshes. Liquid fraction map (dark: liquid; light:

solid) is shown for the numerical results.

above) produce a higher disagreement in 2D cases.713

Regarding the thermal boundary condition, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions about which714

of both values of αeq is more accurate. Observing global liquid fraction curves for case A (αeq =715
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(a) Experiment (t=40 min). (b) Experiment (t=60 min). (c) Experiment (t=80 min).

(d) Numerical (t∼40 min).

Mesh: 2d-wo-9.3E3.

(e) Numerical (t∼60 min). Mesh:

2d-wo-9.3E3.

(f) Numerical (t∼80 min). Mesh:

2d-wo-9.3E3.

(g) Numerical (t∼40 min). Mesh:

3d-wo-5e6.

(h) Numerical (t∼60 min).

Mesh: 3d-wo-5e6.

(i) Numerical (t∼80 min). Mesh:

3d-wo-1.6e6.

Figure 18: Experimental photographs at texp = 40, 60 and 80 minutes (extracted from [16]) and our numerical

results for case C, using variable properties, with 2D and 3D meshes. Liquid fraction map (dark: liquid; light:

solid) is shown for the numerical results.
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796W/m2K and Tsl = 28.2℃) with both constant and variable properties, and comparing the results716

obtained with 2D meshes of similar amount of cells (2d-no-7.7e3 and 2d-wo-9.3E3), it is apparent717

that the melting rate is overpredicted with respect to the experimental data, specially if the variation718

of the thermo-physical properties is taken into account. However, in simulations using denser 2D719

meshes, it is observed that for both constant and variable properties the melting rate obtained is very720

close to that of the experiment (Figs. 7c and 7d). On the other hand, for a melting point of 28.2℃,721

the value of αeq = 237W/m2K (case B) underpredict the real melting rate (see 7e).722

For 3D simulations of case C (with the lower melting point, variable properties and αeq =723

237W/m2K), the predicted melting rate is still somewhat higher than experimental, even for the724

densest mesh (3d-wo-5e6). Here, the higher difference between the water bath temperature and the725

melting point is expected to result in stronger convection than in case A, and thus, in higher melting726

rates for the same value of αeq. This could explain the very good results obtained with the lower αeq.727

In the belief that the material used in the experiment undergoes a phase change at a temperature728

range, it is possible that the solid phase is still present at temperatures higher than 28℃. Therefore,729

it is possible that the convection is not as strong as that resulting from the phase transition at a fixed730

melting point of 27.2℃, and thus, the higher value of αeq is believed to be more accurate. Nevertheless,731

when comparing the melting rates of cases A and B with the same mesh 2d-wo-9.3E3, i.e. 0.9%/min732

and 0.78%/min, a difference of around 13-15% is obtained, which is not much, considering that αeq733

for case A is three times higher than for case B. Furthermore, if the sensitivity of the melting rate with734

the external convection coefficient (between the water bath and the external surface of the glass shell)735

is considered, it can be said that it is significantly low in the range considered, since the difference in736

this value for cases A and B is of around 10 times (∼ 3000W/m2K vs. ∼ 300W/m2K, respectively).737

A further aspect that could be influencing the melting rate is the presence of the hollow tube738

(apparently metallic), which could be increasing the heat flux into the solid phase and increasing739

the melting rate near the axis. Slight deformation of the interface near the rod (at the top) seems740

to be appreciated in the experimental figures, which could indicate that this phenomenon might be741

occurring, although it does not seem very strong. Furthermore, the hollow tube displaces some amount742

of n-Octadecane, which could also result in a faster total melting rate.743

In summary, with the use of an accurate melting temperature range, as well as more accurate744

boundary conditions, three-dimensional numerical simulations would most probably be even closer745

to experimental results. Regarding thermo-physical properties, of special importance in this case is746

to have a more accurate value of the solid phase density, since it affects the total amount of latent747

energy initially contained in the capsule. It also affects the expansion in the melting, although this748
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phenomenon has not been seen to influence the melting rate significantly in this case.749

5.5. Computational cost750

The difference in computational cost between the different cases depend on several aspects, such751

as if it is 2D or 3D, the number of processors used and the refinement of the mesh. Since the meshes752

used are unstructured, using two meshes of around the same number of cells but with different local753

refinement the time steps of the simulations result different, and therefore, the computational cost is754

also different.755

Since the cases with 2D meshes were mostly run on a desktop computer (using 2 processors of the756

4 available), the added difficulty is that at the same time the computer could be being used for other757

tasks and the resources were shared, and therefore, a value of computational time cannot be indicated758

very accurately.759

However, some general information is here presented, in order to approximately indicate the cpu760

time needed for some of the simulations and to have an idea about the differences in computational761

costs of running 2D and 3D simulations usign constant and variable properties.762

A significant difference has been observed between the computational costs of cases using constant763

and variable thermo-physical properties, being closely related to the number of iterations of the pres-764

sure solver needed for each time step. For example, for case A with constant properties and mesh765

2d-no-7.7E3, using 2 cpu cores, the number of solver iterations per time step was around 20, while766

for the same case but using variable properties and mesh 2d-wo-9.3E3 (also divided in 2 cores) this767

value was around 200. This difference is probably due to the extra source term resulting from the768

density variations in the pressure system of equations [compare equations (11) and (15)] which makes769

the problem harder to solve for the linear solver. This fact, along with the smaller time steps of770

case with mesh 2d-wo-9.3E3 (around half), due to the higher mesh refinement (compare the values771

of req,min in Table 1), resulted in ratios of cpu/physical time of around 5-10 for the case with mesh772

2d-no-7.7E3 and 50-150 for the one with mesh 2d-wo-9.3E3.773

In 3D simulations, for case A with constant properties and mesh 3d-no-1.4E3, using 64 cores,774

the number of solver iterations per time step was around 15-45, while for the same case with variable775

properties and mesh 3d-wo-1.6E3 (also in 64 cores), this number was around 50-300. The difference776

in the time steps between these cases was not so significant as between 2D cases (∼ 10% bigger in the777

latter). Hence, the cpu/physical time ratio was around 50-350 in the former and around 200-900 in778

the latter.779

In summary, for these cases, it could be said that the computational time needed for running780

3D cases is in the order of 10 times higher than for 2D cases; while those with variable properties781
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need around 6 times higher computational time (for the same time steps) than those with constant782

properties.783

6. Conclusions784

A fixed-grid enthalpy model for unstructured grids using explicit time integration where the785

thermo-physical properties are variable and dependent on the temperature, has been developed and786

implemented in a numerical code. The formulation and algorithms for determining the temperature787

and liquid fraction (or porosity) from the total enthalpy, for phase change occurring at a fixed tem-788

perature or in a temperature range, have been described. Modifications of the model presented in [1],789

regarding different aspects such as the treatment of the conservation equations taking into account the790

thermal expansion/contraction, the approach for decoupling the pressure of solid and liquid-containing791

domains and the determination of the source term coefficient introduced by the porous medium ap-792

proach, have been detailed. Furthermore, different possibilities for the discretization of the energy793

equation have been discussed.794

With the intention of accurately simulating the case of melting of n-Octadecane inside a spherical795

capsule taking into consideration both accurate constant properties as well as their variation with the796

temperature, a thorough search for thermo-physical properties has been performed. The correlations797

used have been presented, indicating their origin and accuracy (either quantitatively or qualitatively).798

Furthermore, it is indicated how in cases where the density differences between liquid and solid phases799

is not accounted for, the latent heat should be modified in order to obtain the same amount of total800

enthalpy inside the same control volume.801

Several two and three-dimensional simulations of the case study have been performed. The dis-802

cretization of the convective scheme of the energy equation has been observed to affect considerably803

the results, for which the symmetry preserving scheme seem to give more accurate results than the804

first-order UPWIND scheme. From the comparison between 2D and 3D results, significant differences805

have been encountered in the flow patterns developed, originated in the unstable thermal zone in the806

bottom of the capsule. These different flow structures result in different melting rates in the bottom807

zone near the axis of symmetry, although the evolution of global liquid fraction does not appear to808

be significantly different between 2D and 3D simulations. Comparison against experimental results809

allow to state that the agreement obtained with the 3D simulations is higher than with those assuming810

axi-symmetry (2D).811

Regarding the thermo-physical properties used, it has been shown that when using the liquid812

density for both phases, scaling the latent heat with the density ratio (solid/liquid) compensate for the813
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error in the total energy per unit volume needed for producing the melting, and more accurate results814

of the evolution of global liquid fraction are obtained. Furthermore, it is observed that accounting for815

the full variation of the properties with the temperature results in slightly higher convective fluxes and816

overall faster melting, which has been seen to be mostly due to the change in the thermal conductivity.817

On the other hand, it is apparent from the experimental curves of temperature evolution at some818

locations, that the material undergoes a phase-change in a range of temperatures instead of at a fixed819

melting point, which can be a cause of discrepancy between experimental and numerical results.820

Another source of discrepancy is the thermal boundary condition in the capsule shell, which in821

this work has been treated as an equivalent heat transfer coefficient between the thermal bath and822

the internal surface of the shell and a fixed temperature for the thermal bath. Two different values823

for this coefficient have been tested. The highest of both resulted in melting rates closer to the824

experiment in the cases where a melting point of 28.2℃ was assumed, while the lowest resulted in825

better agreement for the cases with a melting point of 27.2℃. Since it is apparent that the solid phase826

may still be present at temperatures higher than 28.2℃, it is believed that simulations considering827

the phase change temperature range, may be closer to the experimental results if a heat transfer828

coefficient closer to the highest of both is used. Nevertheless, it is observed that the difference in the829

melting rates obtained with one or another value for the same mesh, are much less significant than830

the difference between them.831

Overall, a good agreement between experiment and numerical results is observed, specially for832

3D simulations taking into account the variation of thermo-physical properties with the temperature.833

Results obtained in the present work are closer to the experimental results than those presented by834

other authors [16, 17].835
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